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visual results. Readers will progress from building a basic physics engine to
creating intelligent moving objects and complex systems, setting the foundation
for further experiments in generative design. Subjects covered include forces,
trigonometry, fractals, cellular automata, self-organization, and genetic
algorithms. The book's examples are written in Processing, an open-source language
and development environment built on top of the Java programming language. On the
book's website (http: //www.natureofcode.com), the examples run in the browser via
Processing's JavaScript mode.
Dentists Mary Meinking 2020-08 Open wide! Dentists care for people's teeth. Give
readers the inside scoop on what it's like to be a dentist. Readers will learn
what dentists do, the tools they use, and how people get this exciting job.
The Hansa Towns Helen Zimmern 1900
Geoheritage and Geotourism Thomas A. Hose 2016 Europe's engagement from the late
sixteenth century onwards in scientific Earth science inquiry has generated
numerous and varied collections of minerals, rocks, and fossils, together with
their associated archives, artworks and publications, forming a rich cultural
geoheritage held in major private and especially royal and aristocratic
collections, museums, universities, archives and libraries. The mines, quarries,
geological structures, landforms, minerals, rocks and fossils - or geodiversity that underpin these collections populate past and present-day Earth science
literature. However, for too long their scientific, historic and cultural
significance was not universally recognised and generally they were not accorded
adequate resources and protection - or geoconservation. Hence, geotourism was
developed in the 1990s to raise public awareness of Europe's geoheritage and
geodiversity and to promote its geoconservation; the volume's theoretical essays
and case studies examine these four core geoelements and provide a timely
introduction for anyone interested in natural history museums, countryside
management, and landscape-based tourism. Dr Thomas A. Hose is an Honorary Research
Associate in the School of Earth Sciences, University of Bristol. He has pioneered
the recognition of and research into geotourism, and is the author of the world's
first doctoral thesis on the subject. Contributors: Kevin Crawford, Peter Davis,
John E. Gordon. Thomas A. Hose, Jonathan G. Larwood, Slobodan B. Markovic, Martin
Munt, Emmanuel Reynard, Nemanja Tomic, Djordjije A. Vasiljevic, Margaret Wood,
Volker Wreded provide a timely introduction for anyone interested in natural
history museums, countryside management, and landscape-based tourism. Dr Thomas A.
Hose is an Honorary Research Associate in the School of Earth Sciences, University
of Bristol. He has pioneered the recognition of and research into geotourism, and
is the author of the world's first doctoral thesis on the subject. Contributors:
Kevin Crawford, Peter Davis, John E. Gordon. Thomas A. Hose, Jonathan G. Larwood,
Slobodan B. Markovic, Martin Munt, Emmanuel Reynard, Nemanja Tomic, Djordjije A.
Vasiljevic, Margaret Wood, Volker Wreded provide a timely introduction for anyone
interested in natural history museums, countryside management, and landscape-based
tourism. Dr Thomas A. Hose is an Honorary Research Associate in the School of
Earth Sciences, University of Bristol. He has pioneered the recognition of and
research into geotourism, and is the author of the world's first doctoral thesis
on the subject. Contributors: Kevin Crawford, Peter Davis, John E. Gordon. Thomas
A. Hose, Jonathan G. Larwood, Slobodan B. Markovic, Martin Munt, Emmanuel Reynard,
Nemanja Tomic, Djordjije A. Vasiljevic, Margaret Wood, Volker Wreded provide a
timely introduction for anyone interested in natural history museums, countryside
management, and landscape-based tourism. Dr Thomas A. Hose is an Honorary Research
Associate in the School of Earth Sciences, University of Bristol. He has pioneered
the recognition of and research into geotourism, and is the author of the world's
first doctoral thesis on the subject. Contributors: Kevin Crawford, Peter Davis,
John E. Gordon. Thomas A. Hose, Jonathan G. Larwood, Slobodan B. Markovic, Martin
Munt, Emmanuel Reynard, Nemanja Tomic, Djordjije A. Vasiljevic, Margaret Wood,
Volker Wrede: Kevin Crawford, Peter Davis, John E. Gordon. Thomas A. Hose,
Jonathan G. Larwood, Slobodan B. Markovic, Martin Munt, Emmanuel Reynard, Nemanja
Tomic, Djordjije A. Vasiljevic, Margaret Wood, Volker Wrede
Bridge Crosswords 2 Jeff Chen 2021-01-11 Jeff Chen is a top crossword setter for
the New York Times, and he has turned his hand again to bridge-themed puzzles.
Devious Agendas 2020-06-15 In this fast-paced suspense-thriller, a streetwise
police chief, a struggling triage nurse and a lovesick government operative try to
unravel a twisted mystery involving blackmail, murder and terrorism.A group of
schemers and their homicidal cohorts converge in Philadelphia with different but
intertwined agendas. Their plans all coincide with the opening of The Pharaoh's
Consort exhibit at the Independence Museum of Art and Science. Investigating a
break-in at the museum, the newly appointed police chief's interest turns to the
mysterious people and occurrences swirling around the exhibit.The beautiful
curator sets her sights on the police chief, while celebrating the demise of her
terrorist lover.An emergency room nurse is drawn into the schemers' world. Tempted
by a dying patient's last meal, she becomes the target of a monstrous ex-soldier
and a chemist with a penchant for poison.In the volatile mix, a bespectacled
government operative suspects he might be working for the wrong side.The hardboiled action moves from glittery high-society parties to the bleakest corners of
the city and violently proves that some gatherings, no matter how enticing, should
be avoided.
I Hate Everyone But You Gaby Dunn 2017-09-05 INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER! A
POPSUGAR "Best Young Adult Book of 2017" Pick An Autumn 2017 Indie Next Pick!
Named by Bustle as one of the "16 Books The Internet Is Going To Be Obsessed With
This Year" A Barnes & Noble Pick for “Most Anticipated LGBTQIAP YA Books of the
Second Half of 2017” "Gaby Dunn and Allison Raskin have captured everything about
the pain and excitement of that first terrifying, fabulous, confusing year on your
own in college... In this epistolary novel, you live day by day with Ava and Gen,
deep inside that friendship, so deep, it feels like it’s your own." —Francine
Pascal, bestselling author of the Sweet Valley High series Perfect for fans of
“Robin Talley’s What We Left Behind or Rainbow Rowell’s Fangirl” (School Library
Journal, Starred Review), Gaby Dunn and Allison Raskin’s I Hate Everyone But You
is a hilarious and heartfelt debut novel about new beginnings, love and
heartbreak, and ultimately the power of friendship. Dear Best Friend, I can
already tell that I will hate everyone but you. Sincerely, Ava Helmer (that
brunette who won’t leave you alone) We're still in the same room, you weirdo. Stop
crying. G So begins a series of texts and emails sent between two best friends,
Ava and Gen, as they head off to their first semesters of college on opposite
sides of the country. From first loves to weird roommates, heartbreak, selfdiscovery, coming out and mental health, the two of them document every wild and
awkward moment to each other. But as each changes and grows into her new life,

Invisible Pete Hautman 2012-02-07 You could say that my railroad, the Madham Line,
is almost the most important thing in my life. Next to Andy Morrow, my best
friend. Lots of people think Doug Hanson is a freak -- he gets beat up after
school, and the girl of his dreams calls him a worm. Doug's only refuge is
creating an elaborate bridge for the model railroad in his basement and hanging
out with his best friend, Andy Morrow, a popular football star who could date any
girl in school. Doug and Andy talk about everything -- except what happened at the
Tuttle place a few years back. It does not matter to Andy that we live in
completely different realities. I'm Andy's best friend. It does not matter to Andy
that we hardly ever actually do anything together. As Doug retreats deeper and
deeper into his own reality, long-buried secrets threaten to destroy both Doug and
Andy -- and everything else in Doug's fragile world.
Visualizing Data Ben Fry 2008 Provides information on the methods of visualizing
data on the Web, along with example projects and code.
The Little Tin Soldier Hans Christian Andersen 2003
Tropical Plant Science G. K. Berrie 1987
Melodious Accord Alice Parker 1991
10 PRINT CHR$(205.5+RND(1)); : GOTO 10 Nick Montfort 2014-08-29 A single line of
code offers a way to understand the cultural context of computing. This book takes
a single line of code—the extremely concise BASIC program for the Commodore 64
inscribed in the title—and uses it as a lens through which to consider the
phenomenon of creative computing and the way computer programs exist in culture.
The authors of this collaboratively written book treat code not as merely
functional but as a text—in the case of 10 PRINT, a text that appeared in many
different printed sources—that yields a story about its making, its purpose, its
assumptions, and more. They consider randomness and regularity in computing and
art, the maze in culture, the popular BASIC programming language, and the highly
influential Commodore 64 computer.
Lanzarote and Chinijo Islands Geopark: From Earth to Space Elena Mateo 2019-04-25
This volume comprises a selection of papers describing the main features of the
Lanzarote and Chinijo Islands Geopark (Canary Archipelago, Spain). Of all the
Global Geoparks worldwide, it is the only one that has officially evaluated and
characterized specific areas as analogues for the geological and astrobiological
exploration of Mars. The identification and characterization of terrestrial sites
that can be used as planetary analogues are currently considered vital study areas
of planetary geology and astrobiology. Written by experts in the various fields,
this multidisciplinary book is a unique resource for graduate students and
professionals alike.
CO2, Temperature and Humidity David Gold 1997-07 Indoor and greenhouse gardeners
can increas plant growth by up to 200% by adding CO2 to their gardens. Gold and
Rosenthal explain exactly how to set up a system.
Oracle PL/SQL Language Pocket Reference Steven Feuerstein 2007-10-23 The fourth
edition of this popular pocket guide provides quick-reference information that
will help you use Oracle's PL/SQL language, including the newest Oracle Database
11g features. It's a companion to Steven Feuerstein and Bill Pribyl's bestselling
Oracle PL/SQL Programming. This concise guide boils down the most vital PL/SQL
information into an accessible summary of: Fundamental language elements (e.g.,
block structure, datatypes, declarations) Statements for program control, cursor
management, and exception handling Records, procedures, functions, triggers, and
packages Calling PL/SQL functions in SQL Compilation options, object-oriented
features, collections, and Java integration The new edition describes such Oracle
Database 11g elements as PL/SQL's function result cache, compound triggers, the
CONTINUE statement, the SIMPLE_INTEGER datatype, and improvements to native
compilation, regular expressions, and compiler optimization (including intra-unit
inlining). In addition, this book now includes substantial new sections on
Oracle's built-in functions and packages. When you need answers quickly, the
Oracle PL/SQL Language Pocket Reference will save you hours of frustration.
Computer and Computing Technologies in Agriculture IV Daoliang Li 2011-02-03 This
book constitutes Part III of the refereed four-volume post-conference proceedings
of the 4th IFIP TC 12 International Conference on Computer and Computing
Technologies in Agriculture, CCTA 2010, held in Nanchang, China, in October 2010.
The 352 revised papers presented were carefully selected from numerous
submissions. They cover a wide range of interesting theories and applications of
information technology in agriculture, including simulation models and decisionsupport systems for agricultural production, agricultural product quality testing,
traceability and e-commerce technology, the application of information and
communication technology in agriculture, and universal information service
technology and service systems development in rural areas.
openFrameworks Essentials Denis Perevalov 2015-04-23 If you are a programmer,
visual artist, or designer with experience in creative coding, and want to use
openFrameworks to create fun, stunning, and interactive applications, this is the
book for you. Basic knowledge of programming languages, such as C++, Java, Python,
or JavaScript, will be enough to proceed with the book.
Sociology Unlocked Sara Cumming 2020-02-14 Authentic. Applied. Accessible for all.
Your key to unlocking sociology.Striking a key balance between accessible and
rigorous through its narrative writing style, relatable real-world examples,
engaging integrated activities, extensive pedagogy, and coverage of theory in
every chapter, Sociology Unlocked speaks directly to students to help unlock their
sociologicalimaginations.
Creative Haven Horses Color by Number Philip Riveron 2020-07-27 A Beautiful
Premium cover design, Perfect for giftBeautiful Artwork and Designs. Well-crafted
illustrations and designs that lay the groundwork for you to create your own
frame-worthy masterpieces.High Resolution Printing. Each image is printed in high
resolution to offer crisp, sharp designs that enable trouble free coloring and
high-quality display.Single-sided Pages. Every image is printed on a single-sided
page, so that you can use a broad variety of coloring choices without fearing
bleed through. Moreover, single-side pages can be framed to display your
masterpieces.Professional design. Premium glossy cover design, large 8.5 "x 11"
format.A Great Gift. Coloring books make a wonderful gifted item.
The Nature of Code Daniel Shiffman 2012 How can we capture the unpredictable
evolutionary and emergent properties of nature in software? How can understanding
the mathematical principles behind our physical world help us to create digital
worlds? This book focuses on a range of programming strategies and techniques
behind computer simulations of natural systems, from elementary concepts in
mathematics and physics to more advanced algorithms that enable sophisticated
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will their friendship be able to survive the distance?
Timelines of Nearly Everything Manjunath.R 2021-07-03 This book takes readers back
and forth through time and makes the past accessible to all families, students and
the general reader and is an unprecedented collection of a list of events in
chronological order and a wealth of informative knowledge about the rise and fall
of empires, major scientific breakthroughs, groundbreaking inventions, and
monumental moments about everything that has ever happened.
Thanksgiving Recipe Journal: A Blank DIY Cookbook Vicki Becker 2018-10-07 The
Thanksgiving Recipe Journal is a blank DIY cookbook. It
Cinder Creative Coding Cookbook Dawid Gorny 2013 Full of easy-to-follow recipes
and images that will teach powerful techniques and algorithms, building from basic
projects to challenging applications. This book is for artists, designers, and
programmers who have previous knowledge of C++, but not necessarily of Cinder.
Stand Firm Paul Gould 2018-11 In an age of skepticism and disenchantment, people
long for something that satisfies our mind's search for truth and our heart's
desire for beauty and meaning. Stand Firm: Apologetics and the Brilliance of the
Gospel argues that the gospel satisfies both of these needs. It is true and
rational, but it is also inherently attractive and provides meaning and purpose.
In short, the gospel is brilliant. It is brilliant, in one sense, because of the
broad variety of evidences for its truth. But it is also brilliant given its
beauty, goodness and the meaningful life it offers. The book provides up to date
responses to questions about the existence of God, the reliability of the Bible,
Jesus and the resurrection, and the problem of evil. It also treats unique topics
such as understanding truth, knowledge and faith, the claims of alternate faiths,
religious disagreement, etc. Each chapter attempts to connect these considerations
with the gospel so that we may stand firm in our faith.
Everyone Poops Taro Gomi 2020-09-01 The beloved, bestselling potty-training
classic, now re-released for a new generation! An elephant makes a big poop. A
mouse makes a tiny poop. Everyone eats, so of course: everyone poops! Taro Gomi's
classic, go-to picture book for straight-talk on all things "number 2" is back, as
fresh and funny as ever. • Both a matter-of-fact, educational guide and a
hilarious romp through poop territory • Filled with timeless OMG moments for both
kids and adults • Colorful and content-rich picture book The concept of going to
the bathroom is made concrete through this illustrated narrative that is both
verbally and visually engaging. Everyone Poops is just right for potty-training
and everyday reading with smart, curious readers. • Perfect for children ages 0 to
3 years old • Equal parts educational and entertaining, this makes a great book
for parents and grandparents who are potty-training their toddler. • You'll love
this book if you love books like P is for Potty! (Sesame Street) by Naomi
Kleinberg, Potty by Leslie Patricelli, The Potty Train by David Hochman and Ruth
Kennison.
Twelve Years a Slave Solomon Northup 2021-01-01 "Having been born a freeman, and
for more than thirty years enjoyed the blessings of liberty in a free State—and
having at the end of that time been kidnapped and sold into Slavery, where I
remained, until happily rescued in the month of January, 1853, after a bondage of
twelve years—it has been suggested that an account of my life and fortunes would
not be uninteresting to the public." -an excerpt
Franz Liszt James Huneker 2020-08-01 Reproduction of the original: Franz Liszt by
James Huneker
Global Geotourism Perspectives Ross. K Dowling 2010-05-09 An outstanding
collection of international case studies that provide insight into and suggest
best practice for issues such as conservation, risk management, education,
marketing, interpretation and technology of actual and developing geotourism
sites.
Mastering openFrameworks: Creative Coding Demystified Denis Perevalov 2013-09-23
This book gives clear and effective instructions, stuffed with practical examples,
to build your own fun, stunning and highly-interactive openFrameworks
applications. Each chapter is focused differently and has a new theme to it,This
book targets visual artists, designers, programmers and those interested in
creative coding by getting started with openFrameworks. This book will help you
understand the capabilities of openFrameworks to help you create visually stunning
and fully interactive applications. You should have a basic knowledge of object
oriented programming, such as C++, Java, Python, ActionScript 3, etc.
Project Based Teaching Suzie Boss 2018-09-20 It's no secret that in today's
complex world, students face unparalleled demands as they prepare for college,
careers, and active citizenship. However, those demands won't be met without a
fundamental shift from traditional, teacher-centered instruction toward
innovative, student-centered teaching and learning. For schools ready to make such
a shift, project-based learning (PBL) offers a proven framework to help students
be better equipped to tackle future challenges. Project Based Teachers encourage
active questioning, curiosity, and peer learning; create learning environments in
which every student has a voice; and have a mastery of content but are also
comfortable responding to students' questions by saying, "I don’t know. Let's find
out together." In this book, Suzie Boss and John Larmer build on the framework for
Gold Standard PBL originally presented in Setting the Standard for Project Based
Learning and explore the seven practices integral to Project Based Teaching: Build
the Culture Design and Plan Align to Standards Manage Activities Assess Student
Learning Scaffold Student Learning Engage and Coach For each practice, the authors
present a wide range of practical strategies and include teachers' reflections
about and suggestions from their classroom experiences. This book and a related
series of free videos provide a detailed look at what's happening in PBL
classrooms from the perspective of the Project Based Teacher. Let's find out
together. A copublication of ASCD and Buck Institute for Education (BIE).
Creative Code John Maeda 2004 The creator of the designer website, maeda@media,
explores the computer as an artistic medium, recounting how his students and he
have rendered some of the most digitally sophisticated pieces of design in modern
history, in a compilation that showcases some of the ACG's key achievements in the
fields of digital typography, interaction design, education, and more. Original.
Sissy Dreams: From Boyfriend to Girlfriend Paul Zante Receiving a text from Sasha,
my girlfriend, at work was always risky. Especially when she wanted to know if her
girlfriend was horny. A short and sweet (and filthy) story.
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Getting Started with p5.js Lauren McCarthy 2015-10-12 With p5.js, you can think of
your entire Web browser as your canvas for sketching with code! Learn programming
the fun way--by sketching with interactive computer graphics! Getting Started with
p5.js contains techniques that can be applied to creating games, animations, and
interfaces. p5.js is a new interpretation of Processing written in JavaScript that
makes it easy to interact with HTML5 objects, including text, input, video,
webcam, and sound. Like its older sibling Processing, p5.js makes coding
accessible for artists, designers, educators, and beginners. Written by the lead
p5.js developer and the founders of Processing, this book provides an introduction
to the creative possibilities of today's Web, using JavaScript and HTML. With
Getting Started with p5.js, you'll: Quickly learn programming basics, from
variables to objects Understand the fundamentals of computer graphics Create
interactive graphics with easy-to-follow projects Learn to apply data
visualization techniques Capture and manipulate webcam audio and video feeds in
the browser
South Park Annual 2014 Pedigree Books 2013-09-17
A Robotics Roadmap for Australia Australian Centre for Robotic Vision 2018-06-18
Australia's first Robotics Roadmap is a guide to how Australia can harness the
benefits of a new robot economy. Building on Australia's strengths in robot talent
and technologies in niche application areas, the roadmap acts a guide to how
Australia can support a vibrant robotics industry that supports automation across
all sectors of the Australian economy. The world-leading Australian Centre for
Robotic Vision, an ARC Centre of Excellence, partnered with industry, researchers
and government to drive this important initiative. A national consultation process
was held culminating in a series of workshops across key sectors including
resources, built and natural environment, manufacturing, services (including
transport & logistics), healthcare and defence.Australia has a unique opportunity
to take a leading role in the development of robotic technologies and in the tech
sector more generally. The roadmap demonstrates Australia's existing capability
and forecasts future applications, as well as providing recommendations on
harnessing the new and emerging technologies being developed in Australia today.
By describing what is possible and what is desirable, the roadmap aims to create
the grounds for the necessary co-operation to allow robots to help unlock human
potential, modernise the economy and build national health, well-being and
sustainability despite the challenges of our vast and remote geography.
Cinder Creative Coding Cookbook Rui Madeira Dawid Gorny 2013-05-23 Full of easyto-follow recipes and images that will teach powerful techniques and algorithms,
building from basic projects to challenging applications. This book is for
artists, designers, and programmers who have previous knowledge of C++, but not
necessarily of Cinder.
Easy Latin Crossword Puzzles Betty Wallace Robinett 1999-09-01 Expand your Latin
vocabulary while having fun! Broaden your knowledge of Latin and discover those
English words rooted in Latin using Easy Latin Crossword Puzzles. This book uses
the ingenious Quid Pro Quo method--exchanging English clues for Latin words (and,
for the last four puzzles, vice versa). An answer key is included.
War, Myths, and Fairy Tales Sara Buttsworth 2016-12-26 This exciting new
collection examines the relationships between warfare, myths, and fairy tales, and
explores the connections and contradictions between the narratives of war and
magic that dominate the ways in which people live and have lived, survived,
considered and described their world. Presenting original contributions and
critical reflections that explore fairy tales, fantasy and wars, be they "real" or
imagined, past or present, this book looks at creative works in popular culture,
stories of resistance, the history and representation of global and local
conflicts, the Holocaust, across multiple media. It offers a timely and important
overview of the latest research in the field, including contributions from
academics, story-tellers and artists, thereby transcending the traditional
boundaries of the disciplines, extending the parameters of war studies beyond the
battlefield.
Oracle SOA Suite 12c Administrator's Guide Arun Pareek 2015-11-27 A guide to
everything an Oracle SOA Suite 12c administrator needs to hit the ground running
About This Book Understand core administrative tasks such as deployments, purging,
startup and shutdown, configuration, and backup and recovery Manage, monitor, and
troubleshoot SOA composites and OSB services Follow step-by-step instructions to
easily and quickly install a highly available two-node cluster Who This Book Is
For With topic areas ranging from the simple to the complex, this book is intended
for novice, mid-level, and experienced administrators of the Oracle SOA Suite 12c
platform as well as Oracle WebLogic Server and Oracle Database administrators
interested in diving into the product. What You Will Learn Navigate Oracle
Enterprise Manager Fusion Middleware Control Monitor and manage the Oracle SOA
Suite 12 c infrastructure Deploy and promote code Monitor and manage services
Configure and administer the environment Manage the dehydration store and
enterprise scheduler service Troubleshoot Oracle SOA Suite 12c infrastructure Set
up backups, recovery, and high availability In Detail Oracle SOA Suite 12 c is the
most comprehensive and integrated infrastructure on the market today that is used
for building applications based on service-oriented architecture. With the vast
number of features and capabilities that Oracle SOA Suite 12c has to offer comes
numerous complexities and challenges for administration. Oracle SOA Suite 12c
Administrator's Guide covers all the core areas of administration needed for you
to effectively manage and monitor the Oracle SOA Suite environment and its
transactions, from deployments, to monitoring, to performance tuning, and much,
much more. Manage, monitor, and troubleshoot SOA composites and OSB services from
a single product set. Understand core administrative activities such as
deployments, purging, startup and shutdown, configuration, backup, and recovery.
Also learn about new features such as Oracle Enterprise Scheduler, lazy loading,
work manager groups, high availability, and more. Style and approach Presented in
a reference guide format where chapters can be read in any sequence, this book
explains the core concepts while providing real-world implementation specifics,
detailing the what, why, and how of all the administration-related activities that
involve Oracle SOA Suite 12c. We take a step-by-step approach and offers tips,
instructions, and examples that you can easily follow and execute.
Geomorphosites International Association of Geomorphologists 2009
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